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Walking the Islands…Skopelos 
REF:  SPOR Skop  CONTENTS LIST  

 

Contents of Skopelos pack 

 

ref title destinations difficulty description pages 

SPOR/Skop/1info   SKOPELOS Overview   
general introduction for 
walkers 

4 

SPOR/Skop/1u 

 
Masts & 
Monasteries, 
Springs & Cairns 

Tour of Palouki massif 

range of walks from 
200m over 5Km, 1½ 
hours to 570m over 
25Km, full day hike 

thorough exploration of the 
secrets of Palouki 
accessible from Skopelos 
town 

4 

SPOR/Skop/2U 

 
A Climb to the 
Eastern Summit  Direct ascent of Palouki 

630m climb over 
7Km, about 2½ hours 

Direct ascent to eastern 
summit up the Kafasi Ridge,  

2 

SPOR/Skop/3U 

 
Rock Tombs and 
the Summit in the 
Trees 

Skopelos town - Delphi 
and Sendoukia 

660m climb over 10.2 
Km, about 3 hours 

gradual climb through hill 
villages and woods to the 
wooded summit of the 
Sporades 

3 

SPOR/Skop/4U 

 
Stafilos & Velanio 
Bays 

Skopelos Town – 
Stafilos & Velanio Bays 

5Km level walk, 75 
minutes 

Follow the old road through 
the valley to a popular pair 
of bays on the south coast 

2 

SPOR/Skop/3pan 
Summit panorama 
diagram from Delphi 

Delphi     4 

SPOR/Skop/2pan 
Panorama diagram from 
Palouki 

Palouki     4 

    total 23 

 

Routes also available in GPS waypoint format, as kmz/kml files for Google Earth. 
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 Waypoints 

We have started replacing GPS waypoints such as      with What3words addresses such as 

///mitten.hygienist.signify. which are fully compatible with GoogleEarth. You can find out about what3words 

here and  “Easily find a what3words address for anywhere in the world. We have divided the world into 3m 

squares and given each square a unique combination of three words. What3words addresses are easy to say 

and share, and as accurate as GPS coordinates.” Simply load the app onto your phone or computer and copy 

the address in.  
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